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Our Vision : Love God and Love People

LIFE IN SMALL COMMUNITY
Building Nurturing Communities in an Impersonal World

Our

world is becoming increasingly impersonal as convenience
takes precedence over everything we do. Shopping, booking tickets, finding new recipes
etc. are some of the amazing
advantages of the internet age.
However, the flip side is that we
live much of our lives in virtual
reality. Hence,
we replace
cryptic monosyllables for meaningful conversations. Comfort,
ease and saving time take
precedence over relationship building exercises such as visiting, walking, talking, eating, reading and fellowshipping.
For instance, as a Church we meet together on Sundays to celebrate in worship, breaking of bread, listening to God’s Word etc. Although it is wonderful
to gather as a larger community, it has its limitations. In a larger group, it is
not easy to cultivate intimate relationships, or receive the ministry of prayer
or encouragement or even talk or eat together to foster meaningful friendships. Hence we strongly urge everyone to be an active participant in a small
group.
While on earth, Jesus had many followers but only 12 disciples. He called them
friends (Jn.15.13-15). When Jesus chose the 12, the first and foremost purpose
was that He wanted them to be with Him (Mk. 3.14). In other words, Jesus
wanted friends who would carry His heart’s burden and continue to do the work
He came to establish even after He is gone.
WRITE TO US : faithwalk@pfccindia.org
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Jesus sending out His disciples to preach and
cast out demons followed the soul nourishing
and spirit empowering fellowship He would
provide them. That could happen only in a
small group.
There is a Greek word that speaks of life in a
small community. It is called the OIKOS.
Oikos means a household, a family or a small
community ( Ep.2.29, Gal 6.10). There is a Biblical pattern that shows that
God is a God of community. In fact, the Biblical notion of trinity vigorously
supports the idea of community- God exists in the persons of the Father, the
Son and the Holy Spirit sharing all things, holding all things in perfect balance and functioning in absolute unity. The idea of human family is God’s
idea. For God said It is not good for man to be alone and proceeded to create the woman and then blessed them with children. Though sin messed up
things, God never changed His idea of community.
When Israel came out of Egypt, they were more than 2 million strong. Yet,
they were divided into smaller
communities for effective functioning. You look at any effective organization or institutions, they are
organized into smaller units without being divisive.
Hence, we can say that it is a universally accepted principle that
effectiveness increases when larger
bodies are organized into smaller
units.
Now coming back into our own Cell Groups, we meet weekly in smaller
groups of 7 to a maximum of 15 people to worship, fellowship for teaching
and praying together. In small groups it is easier to address issues of personal problems or answer questions on spiritual issues. It is not a holy huddle. Rather, it is both outward looking and inward focused.
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In the inner circle you focus on nurturing people into Christian maturity. This is
called EDIFICATION. In the outer circle, you cultivate relationships that will eventually lead people to Christ. This is EVANGELISM. If these goals are not held in
balance, then the Cell will atrophy.
It takes the contribution of everyone to make a Cell function effectively. Cell
leader basically provides leadership for the whole fellowship. He may teach, lead
worship etc. But he also trains by delegating various ministries to people. In this
way we are able to effectively raise up leaders. But everyone needs to chip in.
Some may be asked to lead worship, or bring snacks or arrange chairs or teach the
Word. What is needed is an unshakable commitment, good preparation, putting
the interests of others over your own. No point in merely criticizing somebody’s
leadership; give constructive and gracious feed back and stay involved. Look for
ways to improve your time together. Both the physical set up and spiritual preparations combined with a solid commitment will do wonders in small groups.
John F. Kennedy, when he spoke during his inaugural address as the president of
the U.S.,said these poignant words: “Ask not what your country can do for you,
ask what you can do for your country”. We must follow that advise in letter and
spirit to build up the body of Christ.

- Ps. Raju Thomas
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- Clement of Alexandria
Clement of Alexandria was born about 150 AD in
Athens. His parents were not Christian. While he
was a young man he attained an extensive knowledge of Greek mythology and mystery religions.
Perceiving that paganism had a corrupting influence
on morals he rejected it. As a student he travelled
to various centres of learning in Italy and the Levant. He later taught at the Catechetical School
of Alexandria in Egypt. It was one of the major
centres of biblical studies at his time.
In his work Protreptikos or Exhortation he criticizes Greek paganism—that its deities are poor
moral examples and the mystery religions for being obscure with meaningless rituals. Here he shows that man by coming to Christ can take part in
the Logos which is the universal truth. In Paidagogos or Tutor, he refers to
Christ as the teacher of all mankind. He provides practical rules for living
the Christian life. He argues against promiscuity, homosexuality and adultery. In his other works he argues against the Gnostics that faith and not
gnosis or esoteric knowledge is required for salvation. It is through faith in
Christ we receive the knowledge of God.
He believed as the Law of Moses led the Jews to Christ, Greek philosophy
was a discipline that would lead the Greeks to the truth. He was one of
Christianity’s earliest apologist. He wanted to witness for Christ in a way
intelligible within the Hellenistic culture. Uneducated orthodox Christians of
Alexandria did not receive his views kindly. His interest laid not only in personal salvation but also in the political and economic forces that affected
man’s status and dignity.
As Christians we can emulate his example by not only focusing on our own
spiritual development but also being concerned about the social and economic well being of our neighbors for this is fulfilling the law of Christ who
said “Do unto others as you would have others to do unto you” and also the
Golden Law to “Love God and to love your neighbor as yourself”.
- Jose Joseph
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Alexandria

The port City of Alexandria was founded by Alexander
the Great when he had conquered Egypt in around
331 BC. The Lighthouse of Alexandria known as the
Pharos was one of the Seven Wonders of Ancient
World. Alexandria was home to the largest library in
the ancient world. The library suffered several fires
either accidently or intentionally during its existence.
Plutrach the historian says that it was burned down
accidently during his visit to Alexandria in 48 BC.
Sphinx of red granite—Alexandria

Alexandria was one of the most important trading centres in the ancient world. It
was also an important centre of the Hellenistic civilization. It was also home to
the largest urban Jewish community. The Septuagint the Greek version of the Old
Testament was written here. Alexandria was the site of many important battles
and Sieges.
Today Alexandria is known as “The Pearl of the Mediterranian” and a tourist destination spot. It is located 220 Km from Cairo.

An ancient Roman amphitheatre in Alexandria
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The Wonder called “Cell”

- Dr. Mathews

The cell is a fundamental unit of life.The brain, muscle and the organs are all
made up of cells. Cells vary in size. From ones that can be seen by the unaided
eye to those that can be seen only by a powerful microscope.
It takes 120,000,000,000,000 ( 120 trillion ) cells to make a human being.
Every cell in our body is different but they have the same instructions called
DNA within them for example the cell of liver and the cell of the heart are
different but they contain the same code.
The workhouse of the cell are proteins which are chains of complex chemicals
which can lock together to transform into spectacular machines and also into
structures that hold the cell together.
The structures form the skeleton of the cell. There a re certain proteins which
are nano-machines and uses the cell’s skeleton as a highway to deliver food,
chemicals and the essential building materials of
life to wherever they are
needed.
There are free floating structures—power stations within the cell which empower all the activity in it. They are called mitochondria

Mitochondria have turbines which spin more
than a thousand times a second recharging tiny
batteries.Everything we do, every heart beat
every movement, every thought is powered by
the batteries charged by the cellular power
stations.
DOUBLE HELIX

Everything in the cellular universe works according to a master plan, this master plan is protected deep in the heart of every
cell in the nucleus which is a vault containing the instruction manual for life the DNA which is chain of chemicals in a double helix organized into genes.
Each gene holds the instruction to build a specific protein. Proteins are made
by microscopic factories within the cell called ribosomes. There are around 2
million different types of proteins.
The double helix consists over 20,000 instructions that tell the cells what to
make and when, and organizes not only the cell but our entire body.
There is six feet of DNA in every cell in our body. If the DNA of all the cells in
our body strung together would reach the moon and back thousands of times!
Consider how the human cells and the Church cell share things in common.
How fearfully and wonderfully we are formed!
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My heart seems to be troubled
It does’nt feel right
I'm not at peace
I can’t find a ray of light
I try to sleep
My eyes buried in the pillows
I hear something
From deep within my sorrows
I cry out loud
But nobody seems to hear me cry
I sit up on the bed
My soul full of shame, maybe that's why I
cannot fly
The Almighty knows my heart
He whispers in my ear
"Forgive and forget"
This is what I hear
I answer back
"Its hard for me to do
Please help me I say
For I need you
I give you my heart
Refine it like gold
Fill it with goodness
Take out all the bitter and cold
He holds me close
Puts me to sleep
And this is how I know
He's in the very deep
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It's so good to know
The Almighty cares
For such a mere soul
Who worships Him rare
I got to know that
I'm special, I'm unique
Nobody in the world will ever be like me
The world may laugh
It may cheat
It may tease
But I know; God sees
I wish I could tell them
The joy of my heart
After surrendering to the Almighty
Who made me a beautiful art
Forgive and forget
Just do your part
Leave the rest to the One who lives in
your heart
-

Sannidhya Missal
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Address: Harbour House,
Gulmohar Park,
Ghorpadi, Pune-411 001, India
Phone: 020-32938257
Email: pfccoffice@gmail.com

We’re on the Web
www.pfccindia.org

www.facebook.com/pfccindia

1st August 7:00pm—Monthly Friday Prayer
2nd August 6:30pm —Youth Meeting
3rd August 10:30am — Friendship Day
15th-16th August 9am—6pm — Word & Worship Weekend

For queries contact: Onithick +91-9823494800 or Jose +91-9960275221

Love God and Love People
This Bulletin is for Private Circulation Only

